
 

Study and Discussion Questions for Early Buddhist Discourses 

 

 

Chapter Seven: Short Discourses from the Sa�yutta Nikāya  
 

Discourse to Kaccāyana 
 

Study Questions 

 

1) What are the two extremes toward which the world is inclined and the person with right 

wisdom avoids? 

2) In regard to these two extremes, what does the Buddha teach? 

3) Lay out the full twelve-fold formula for dependent arising (pa�iccasamuppāda) in forward 

(arising) order.  What does the twelve-fold formula account for? 

 

Discussion Questions 

 

1) Is the Buddha right that the world is inclined toward the metaphysical extremes of absolute 

existence or non-existence?  Give examples of the metaphysical doctrines of other 

philosophical or religious traditions. 

2) Is the Buddha’s “middle way,” his doctrine of dependent arising, a plausible alternative to the 

two metaphysical extremes?  How might a Hindu or a Platonist argue against such a 

“middle way?” 

3) Is the Buddha right that avoiding such extreme metaphysical commitments is a critical step 

toward abandoning the belief in a permanent Self and suffering such a metaphysical view 

engenders? 

4) Is it possible to find security or solace in a changing world without a belief that somewhere, 

on some level, there is a permanent reality? 

 

Discourse to the First Five Disciples 

 

Study Questions 

 

1) What are the five candidates for a permanent Self (attā) that the Buddha analyzes? (The five 

candidates for the Self are also referred to as the five aggregates that comprise a person in 

the Buddha’s own doctrine.) 

2) What three reasons does the Buddha give that none of the five candidates satisfy the criteria 

for a permanent Self? 

3) What should a person see as “not mine?” 

4) How should the learned disciple react to the five aggregates?  What religious goal does this 

achieve? 

 

Discussion Questions 

 

1) Is the Buddha’s argument that there cannot be a permanent Self, because there is nothing 

among the constituents of a person that meets the criteria (namely, permanence, pure 



 

agency and blissfulness), a strong argument?  How might a Hindu, Christian, or Platonist 

respond to the Buddha’s argument in defense of their position that there is a permanent 

Self (an ātman or soul)? 

2) Should a person be disgusted with one’s body, as the passage suggests? 

 

 

Verses of Sister Vajirā 

 

Study Questions 

 

1) Who turns up to terrorize the nun Vajirā? 

2) Summarize Māra’s questions—what do his questions imply about the nature of the human 

person? 

3) In what way has Māra adopted a wrong speculative view? 

4) What is the true nature of a person, according to Vajirā? 

5) How is a person like a chariot? 

6) What alone arises and disappears? 

 

Discussion Questions 

 

1) In this short passage, Māra attempts to trick Vajirā into answering questions that assume a 

substantialist (essentialist) view of the person or self—that is, a person has a fixed 

ontological status (like the Hindu conception of ātman)—do his questions make a 

plausible case for such a conception of the person? 

2) Why does Vajirā (and Buddhists generally) reject the view that there is a permanent essence 

that forms the core of the person? 

3) Analyze the chariot analogy.  Why did Vajirā choose the chariot instead of some other object? 

Compare this analogy with the references to the chariot in the Ka�ha Upani�ad (I.3.3).  

See also the more developed form of the Buddhist chariot analogy in the Questions of 

King Milinda (II.1.1). 

 

 

Discourse on the All 
 

Study Questions 
 

1) What is the “all,” according to the Buddha? 

2) What does the Buddha suggest a person should do with the “all” (including the modes of 

sensory consciousness, contact and feeling)? 

3) What is the result of not fully knowing the “all?” (Cite the chain of relations.) 

4) What is the result of fully knowing the “all?” 

5) What is burning, according to the Buddha?  What are the underlying mental factors that lead 

to “burning?” 

 

 

 



 

Discussion Questions 

 

1) The Buddha declares the rather surprising view that the “all” amounts only to the six sense 

faculties and their objects.  Such an epistemological (empiricistic) rendering of the “all” 

contrasts sharply with the conception of the “all” in metaphysical terms that is the 

hallmark of most other philosophical and religious systems (e.g., the “all” = God, the 

universe, or Brahman).  Why does the Buddha describe the “all” in this way?  How might 

other traditions criticize the Buddha’s view? 

2) What does the Buddha mean when he suggests that one should “abandon” the various sense 

faculties and their objects?  Is such abandonment desirable?  Is it possible? 

3) Why does one need to understand the “all” in order to destroy suffering? 

 

 

Feelings that Should be Seen and the Dart 
 

Study Questions 

 

1) What are the three kinds of feeling (vedanā)? 

2) What should each kind of feeling be seen as? 

3) What is the result of seeing feeling rightly? 

4) How does the uninstructed, ordinary person experience feeling?  What does the ordinary 

person not understand about feeling? 

5) How does the instructed, noble disciple experience feeling?  What does the noble disciple 

understand about feeling? 

6) How many feelings does the ordinary person feel?  How many feelings does the noble disciple 

feel? 

7) What is the instructed, noble disciple detached from? 

8) What is the difference between the instructed, noble disciple and the uninstructed ordinary 

person? 

 

Discussion Questions 

 

1) Should even pleasant feelings be seen as a cause of suffering? 

2) Why does the learned noble disciple feel only one feeling (a bodily one) when touched by an 

unpleasant feeling, while an uninstructed ordinary person feels two feelings (a bodily one 

and a mental one) when touched by an unpleasant feeling?  What does this suggest about 

the way an enlightened person lives in the world and deals with pains and other 

unpleasant experiences? 

3) Is it possible to escape from all painful bodily feelings?  Is it possible to escape from all 

painful mental feelings? 

4) Can a person lived detached from feelings (of all three types: pleasant, painful and neutral) 

without becoming aloof and indifferent to the world?  Can an enlightened person feel 

regret? 
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